Abstract -Third generation cellular wireless networks are designed to support adaptive multimedia by controlling individual ongoing flows to increase or decrease their bandwidth i n response to changes in traffic load. There is growing interest in quality of sen-ice (QoS) provisioning under this adaptive multimedia framework, in which a bandwidth adaptation algorithm needs to be used in conjunction with the call admission control algorithm. This paper presents a novel method for QoS provisioning via the use of thr average reward reinforcement learning, which can maximize the network revenue subject to several predetermined QoS constraints. By considering handoff dropping probability, average allocated bandwidth and intra-class fairness simultaneously, our algorithm formulation yaranters that these QoS parameters are kept within predetermined constraints. Unlike other modelbased algorithms, our scheme d w s not require explicit state transition probabilities and therefore the assumptions behind the underlying system model are more realistic than those in previous schemes. MoTover, by considering the status of neighboring cells, the proposed scheme can dynamically adapt to changes in traffic condition. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach in adaptive multimedia cellular networks Ke>words -QoS; odapfive multimedia: cellular wireless nehvorks; mnrhemrrticaIprogr~ming/oprimi;nfion
I. INTRODUCTION
With the gowing demand for bandwidth-intensive multimedia applications (e.g., video) in cellular wireless networks, qualit), of service (QoS) provisioning is becoming more and more important. An efficient call admission control (CAC) scheme is crucial to guarantee the QoS and to maximize the network revenue sirnultaneouslv. Most Under this adaptive multimedia framework, a bandwidth adaptation (BA) algorithm needs to be used in conjnnction with the CAC algorithm for QoS provisioning. CAC decides the admission or rejection of new and handoff calls, whereas BA reallocates the bandwidth of ongoing calls. ] are that only the status of the local cell is considered in QoS provisioning. However, due to increasing handoffs betw,een cells that are shrinlting in size, the status of neighboring cells has an increased influence on the QoS of the local cell in future multimedia cellular wireless nehvorks [13], and therefore, information on neighboring cell traffic is very important for the effectiveness of QoS provisioning methods that can adapt to changes in the traffic patttm [?I. Authors in [14] ; [Is] make fine attempts to consider the status information of neighboring cells. However; only one class of traffic is studied and they do not consider maximizing network revenue. This paper introduces a novel average reward reinforcement learning (RL) approach to solve the QoS provisioning prohlem for adaptive multimedia in cellular wireless networks; which aims to maximize the network revenue while satisfying several predetermined QoS constraints. The novelties of the proposed scheme are as follows:
1) The proposed scheme takes into account the effects of the status of neighboring cells with multiple classes of traffic, enabling it to dynamically adapt to changes in the traffic condition.
The underlying assumptions of the proposed scheme are more realistic than those in previous schemes. Particularly, the scheme does not need prior knowledge of system state transition probabilities, which are veq difficult to estimate in practice due to imegular network topology, different propagation environment and random user mobility
The algorithm can control the adaptation jkqiiencv effectively by accounting for the cost of bandwidth adaptation in the model. It is observed in [7], [SI that frequent bandwidth switching among different levels may consume a lot of resources and may be even worse than a large degradation ratio. The proposed scheme can control the adaptation frequency more elkctively than previous schemes.
Handoff dropping probabilip, average allocated bandwidth and inrra-class jaiiness are considered simultaneously as QoS constraints in our scheme and can be guaranteed.
enhancement layers The base layer can be independently decoded to provide basic video quality, whereas the enhancement layers can only be decoded together with the base layer to further refine the quality of the base layer. Therefore, a video stream compressed into three layers can adapt to three levels of bandwidth usage.
B. Adaptive Cellular IVireless Nenvorkr
Due to the severe tluctuation of resources in wireless lidis, the ability of adapting to the communication environment is veq important in future cellular wireless networks. For example, in UMTS ystems, a radio bearer established for a call can be dynamically reconfigured during the call session [SI. Fig. I shows the signalling procedure between a user terminal (E) and the senring universal tmestial radio access network (UTRAN) in radio bearer reconfiguration. Radio bearer in UMTS includes most of the layer 2 and layer 1 protocol information for that call. By reconfiguring the radio bearer, the bandwidth of a call can be changed dynamically.
C.
We consider two important functions for QoS provisioning. CAC and BA, in this paper. The problem of QoS Provisioning Fiaictions and Constraints -. . .
, Trading off action with state spam is proposed in our scheme, As mentioned in the large action space problem mav hnder the deployment of this scheme in real systems.
the approach of trading off action space with state space, the large action space problem in QoS provisioning can be solved.
Recently, RL has been used to solve CAC and routing QoS provisioning in an adaptive multimedia framework is to determine CAC and BA policies to maximize the long-term network reYenuz and guarantee QoS constraints. To reduce network signalling overhead, we assume that BA is invoked only when a call amval or deparmre occurs. That is; BA will not be used when congestion occurs brietly due to channel fading. Low-level mechanisms such as error correction coding and efficient packet scheduling are usually used to handle ~roblems in wireline networks 1161, 1171 and channel brief throuehDut variations of wireless links. allocation problem in wireless netw&is[l8], jl9]. Ths paper focuses on applications of RL to solve the QoS provisioning problem in adaptive cellular wireless networks.
We compare our scheme with two existing non-adaptive and adaptive QoS provisioning schemes for adaptive multimedia in cellular wireless networks. Extensive simulation results show thal the proposed scheme outperforms the others by maximizing the network revenue while satisfying the QoS constraints.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section I1 describes the QoS provisioning problems in the adaptive framework. Section I11 describes the average reward RL algorithm. Our new approach to solve the QoS provisioning problem is presented in Section IV. Section V discusses some implementation issues. Section VI presents and discusses the simulation results. Finally, we conclude this study in Section VII.
QOS PROVISIONING IN ADAPTIVE FRAMEWORK .4. .4daptive Mirltimedia .4pplications
In adaptive multimedia applications, a multimedia connection or stream can dynamically change its bandwidth requirement throughout its lifetime. For example, using the layered coding techmque, a raw video sequence can be compressed into three layers [ZO] : a base layer and two
-I
Smaller cells (micro/pico-cells) Will be employed in future cellular wireless networks to increase capacity. Therefore, the number of handoffs during a call's lifetime is likely to be increased and the status of neighbouring cells has an increased influence on the QoS of the local cell. In order to adapt to changes in traffic pattern, the status information of neighbouring cells should be considered in QoS provisioning.
We consider three QoS constraints in this paper. Since forced call terminations due to handoff dropping are generally more objectionable than new call blocking, an important calllevel QoS constraint in cellular wireless networks is PM, the probabilip of handoff dropping. As it is impractical to eliminate handoff call dropping completely, the best one can do is to keep PM below a target level. In addition, although adaptive applications ciin tolerate decreased bandwidth, it is desirable for some applications to have a bound on the RADIO SMDP. However, these traditional model-hased solutions to SMDP require prior knowledge of state transition probabilities and hence suffer from two -'curses'': the curse of dimensionality and the curse of modeling. The curse of dimensionality is that the complexity in these algorithms increases esponentially as the number of states increases. QoS provisioning involves ven large state space that m&es model-based solutions inkasihle. The curse of modeling is that in order to apply model-based methods, it is first necessaq to express state transition probabilities explicitly. This is in practice a v q difficult proposition for cellular wireless networks due to the irregular network topolog, different propagation environment and random user mobility
D. Average Reward Reinforceinent Learning
In recent 'years; RL has become a topic of intensive research as an alternative approach to solve SMDPs. Ths method has two distinct advantages over model-based methods. The first is that it can handle problems with complex transitions. Secondly, RL can integrate within it various function approximation methods (e.g., neural networks), which can be used to approximate the value function over a large state space.
Most of the published research in RL is focused on the discounted sum of rewards as the optimality metric. 0-learning [??I is one of the most popular discounted reward RL algorithms. -These techniques, however, cannot estend automatically to the average reward criterion. In QoS provisioning problems; pertbrmance measures may not suitably be described in economic terns, and hence it may be preferable to compare policies based on time averaged expected reward rather than expected total discounted reward. Discounted RL methods can lead to sub-optimal behavior and may converge much more slo\vly than average reward RL methods [23] . [26] problems. We use this average reward RL method to solve the QoS provisioning problem for adaptive wireless multimedia in this paper.
SOLVING AVERAGE REWARD SMDP BY RL
In this section, we describe the average reward SMDP. The optimality equation is introduced. We then describe the reinforcement leaming approach.
A. .-lverage Reward SemiMarkov Decision Process
For an SMDP, let S be a finite set of states and .1 be a set of possible actions. In state S E S , when an action a € . 4 is chosen, a lump sum reward of k(s.a)is received Further accrual of reward occurs at a ratec(s',s,a)_s'E S . for the time the process remains in state s ' between the decision epochs. The expected reward between hvo decision epochs. given that the system is in state s, and a is chosen at the first decision epoch may be expressed as:
where r is the transition time to the second decision epoch IT denotes the state of the ~h l r a l process and E denotes the expectation.
Starting from state s at time 0 and using a policy K I the average reward g"(s) can be given as: 
where q(s.a) is the average sojourn time in state s when action n is taken in it and P J a ) is the probability of transition froin state s to state 3' under action a. 
B. Solution Using Reinforeenrent Learntng
In the RL model depicted in Fig. 2_ a learning agent selects an action for the system that leads the system along a unique path till another decision-making state is encountered. At this time. the system needs to consult with the learning agent for the next state. During a state transition the agent gathers infonilation about the new state. immediate reward and the time spent during the state-transition based on which the agent updates its knowledge base using an algorithm and selects the next action. The process is repeated and the learning agent continues to improve its performance.
Average reward RL uses the action I d u e representation that is similar to its counterpa Q-leaning. The action value R"(s,a) represents the average adjusted value of choosing an action a in state s once, and then following policy 
IV. FORMULATION OF QOS PROVISIONING IN
ADAPTIVE FRAMEWORK In adaptive multimedia cellular wireless networks. we assume that call arrivals at a given cell. including new and handoff calls. follow a Poisson distribution We further assume that each call needs a service time that is exponentially distributed and independent of the inter-arrival time distribution The QoS provisioning problem for adaptive multimedia can be formulated as an SMDP. In order to utilize the average reward RL algoritlun it is necessw to identifv the system state. actions. rewards. and constraints. The exploration scheme and the inethod to tmde off action space with state space are also described in this section.
A. Svstem States
Assume that there are K classes of sewices in the network. We assume that each cell has a fixed channel capacity C and cell e has A4 neighboring cells. The state space is defined as:
B. Actions
When an event occurs, the agent must choose an action according to the state. An action can be denoted as: a = (a, ad ~ a"). where a. stands for the admission decision i.e., admit Based on the action taken in a state, the nehvork earns deterministic revenue due to the canied W i c in the cell. On the other hand. extra signaling overhead is required for bandwidth adaptation which will consume radio and wireline bandwidth as well as the batter?; power in the mobile. It is observed in 171. [SI that frequent bandwidth switching among different levels may consume a lot of resources and may be even worse than a large degradation ratio. Thus. there is a trade-off behveen the network resources utilized by the calls and the signaling and processing load incurred by bandwidth adaptation operation. We use a function to model the cost due to the action of bandwidth adaptation The definition of the cost function depends on specific traffic. user terminal. and nehvork arclutecm in real networks. One intuitke definition is that the cost is pmponional to the number of bandwidth adaptation operations. which is used in this paper.
Let rf be the reward rate of class i call using 
D. Coiistraiiifs
For a general SMDP with L consmints. the optiml p l i q for at most L of the states is randomized [27]. Since L is much smaller than the total number of states in the QoS provisioning problem considered in this paper. the non-randomized stationary policy learned by RL is often a good approximation to the optimal policy [28]. To a\Toid the complications of randomization we concentrate on non-randomized policies in this study.
As mentioned in Section II_ the fmt QoS constraint is related to the handoff dropping probability Let P,(s) be the measured handoff dropping ratio and TP, demte the target maximum allowed handoff dropping probability. The constraint associated with P, can be formulated as:
The Lagrange multiplier fomnlation relating the constrained optimization to an unconstrained optimization 1291.
[3O] is used in this paper to deal with tbe handoff dropping constraint. To fit into this formulation we need to include the histop information in our state descriptor. The new state descriptor is S = (I", . iVw,r.s) . where AJ, and N, are the total number of handoff call requests and handoff call drops. respectively. I is the time interval bet~veen the last and the current decision epochs, and s is the on@ state 07803-8355-9/04/$u).00 02004 IEEE. The third QoS consuaint is the intra-class fairness constraint, which can be defined in many ways. In this paper. we use the variance of 8/bw, over all class i calls in the cumnt cell. VB'> to characterize t k intra-class fairness: event occurs.
V. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION

A. Approximate Representation of4ction lalues
In practice. an impomnt issue is how to store the action value R(s, a). Approximate represenlation should be used to bkak the curse of dimensionality in the face of very large state spaces. Neural network is an efficient method to represent the action values. A popular neural netwolk architecture is the wilfi-lawr percephon (I\ILP) with a single hidden laver [31] . Under this architecture. the state-action pair (s, a) is encoded as a vector and transformed linearly though the input layer involving coefficients in this layer to give several scalars. Then each of these scalars becomes the input to the signioidol firnction in the hidden layer. Finally; the outputs of the sigmoidal functions are linearly combined using coefficients. known as weiglm of the nehvork. to produce the final output. 
B. Striicrure and Pseudo-code
The s t~c t u r e of the RL-based QoS provisioning scheme is shown in Fig. 3 . When an event (either a call arrival or departure) occurs, a state s is identified by getting the status of the local and neighbouring cells. Then. a set of feasible actions { a } is found according to the state. The state and action information is fed into the mural nehvork to get the action values. With probability 1 -p.. the action with the largest action value is chosen. Otherwise. eqioration is performed and an action is chosen randomly. When the next event occurs. the action value is updated and the process is repeated. A Dseudocode descriotion of the DmDOSed scheme is given in
The nemo* IS trained in a supen ised fashon using the Fir 4 -back-propaganon algonthm This means that dunng mmg both neh\ork inputs and target outputs are used An input VI SIMULATIONRESULTSANDDISCUSSIONS pattern is applied to the nehvork to generate an output. which is compared to the comsponding target output to produce an error that is propagated back through the nemo&. The Table I ). Class I traffic has three different bandwidth levels, 128. 192 and 256 kbps. The three possible bandwidth levels of class 2 traffic are 61. 96 and 128 kbps. Two reward functions are used in simulations. as shown in Table I . Reward function 1 represents the scenario in which the reward generated by a call is a linear growing function with the bandwidth assigned to the call. Specifcally. cj = b o . In reward function 2, a convex The action values are learnt by running the simulation for 30 million steps with a constant new call arrival rate of 0 bandwidth and intra-class fairness constraints are not considered here. We can see that RL and ZCDO2 yield more rewards than GC. In the GC scheme, a call will be rejected if the free bandwidth available is not sufficient to satis@ the request. Both RL and ZCDO2 have bandwidth adaptation function and therefore can yield more reward than GC. In Fig.  6 . the reward of the proposed scheme is similar to that in ZCD02, because both of them can maximize network revenue in QOS provisioning. We can also observe that at low traffic load_ as the new call arrival rate increases. the gain becomes more significant. This is because the heavier the offered load.
the inore the bandwidth adaptation is needed when the cell is not saturated. However. when the tralfic is high and the cell is becoming saturated. the performance gain of RL and ZCDO2 over GC is less sigruficant. The cost of adaptation operation is not considered. i.e.. c, = 0 in Fig. 6 . 8 shows that RL maintains an almost constant handoff dropping probability for a large range of new call arrival rates. In contrast neither ZCD02 nor GC can enforce the QoS guarantee for the handoff dropping probability. We can reduce the I d o f f dropping probability in GC scheme by increasing the number guard channels and in ZCDO2 by increasing the 't.irtUal gain function" of handoff calls. However. this will further reduce the reward earned in these two schemes. Fig. 9 and Fig. IO show the new call blocking probabilities of class I Fig. 11 shows the normalized allocated average bandwidths. T.413' = 0.7 is considered here. We can observe that as the new call arrival rate increases, the average bandwidths of both classes in ZCDOZ and RL decrease. This is the result of the bandwidth adaptation. For some applications. it maybe desirable to have a bounded average allocated bandwidth From Fig. I I . it is shown that the normalized allocated average bandwidth can be bounded hy the target value in RL In contrast, ZCDO2 cannot guarantee this average bandwidth QoS constraint. The average bandwidth of GC is always I. because no adaptation operation is done in GC. Note that the lowest possible normalized average bandwidth is 0.5 for both classes. This can be seen from Table I. where the lowest bandwidth level is half of the highest bandwidth level for both classes. The normalized bandwidth variance. liB . an indicator of intra-class fairness. is shown.in Fig. 12 . We can see that RL can keep the bandwidth variance below the target value. Since the bandwidth in GC cannot be changed the bandwidth variance is always 0 in GC. The achievements of higher QoS requirements come at a cost to the system The effects of different values of 14BandWBon the average reward are shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. respectively. We can see that higher T 4 B . which is preferred from users' point of view. will reduce the reward. Similarly, IowerFB, wluch means higher intra-class fairness, will reduce the reward as E. Non-Unfornorn, Traf'jc In the non-uniform traffic situation the cells in the second ring. i.e., cells 2. 3;. . .. 7 in Fig. 5 
C. .4 Diferenr Reward Function
A comrex reward function ? -, = (bi= -(b,j -b-)')/b-is used in tlns situation. The reward rate for specific bandwidth level of each class is shown in Table I : The simulation results using the convex reward function show a similar pattern to those using the linear reward function and therefore only one figure is provided here. Fig. 16 shows the average rewards of different QoS schemes with non-uniform traffic. We can see that Fig. 16 is similarto Fig. 15. . well.
i.
D. Conpitarion Cornplexiflj
ZCDO2 uses simulated annealing to fmd the optimal callmi% in which a variable called reniperatiwe is decreased periodically by employing a monotone descendent cooling function. We follow the example given in ZCD02, where 90 temperature steps are used and each step is repeated 100 times. In each of 9000 steps. the revenue and the constraints are reevaluated. In RL. since neural network is used in the approsimate representation the major operations required to make the CAC and BA decisions come from retrieving action values and comparing these action values. We run the simulations with a fixed call arrival rate of 0.1 calls/second for 1000 call arrivals and departures; and calculate the average number of operations (additions, multiplications and comparisons) required to make one decision The number of operations is about l.SxIO'inZCD02 and IxlO'inRL. Tlus shows that ZCD02 will be more expensive than RL for computation resources in practice. However. training is needed for the RL approach whereas ZCDO2 and GC do not need any training. 
